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Incisive Insights Newsletter – March Issue
Now more than ever Risk executives are challenged to identify, manage and
reduce risk in their critical business processes, many of which are
embedded in complex and highly specialized spreadsheets. Without
adequate spreadsheet controls, many companies continue to be vulnerable
to risks because their spreadsheets can’t capture or report the risks they are
facing.
What if your organization had essential visibility and control to manage the
risks associated with business-critical spreadsheets, and made decisions
based on data you can trust?
Read our CRO Guide: The Path to Risk Resilience to learn how to get
started.
Read Now
Best regards,
Diane Robinette
President and CEO
Incisive Software

Are you concerned about the accuracy and consistency of
your critical spreadsheets?
Incisive’s spreadsheet management solution provides a modern,
automated approach to gaining accuracy, control and insight into an
organization’s most complex, sensitive and critical spreadsheets, enabling
accurate and consistent data that you can trust.

To Err is Human, But it is Not
Inevitable
Read our Business Brief: Avoiding Costly
Currency Exchange Errors to learn how to
put a layer of protection between
detrimental human errors and your
company’s success.
Read Now

Incisive helps Kaiser Aluminum
increase confidence in spreadsheet
data and accelerate the pace of
business.
Learn how the internal audit group of the
leading producer of aluminum mill products
uses Incisive to achieve a significantly
easier, faster, and reliable way to check the
integrity of spreadsheet data.

Read Now

On-Demand Webinar: Think
Spreadsheet Risk Isn’t a Threat?
Think Again.
Hear Forrester Analyst discuss why
companies that prioritize mitigating
spreadsheet risk are better positioned to
protect customers, revenue and reputation.
Watch Now

If you don’t have control of your spreadsheets,
you can’t trust the data that drives your
business.

Continuous Risk Intelligence for
Spreadsheets

Watch Video

Risk Management Best Practices

Read Now
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